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Lecturer: Jan C. WillemsIssues to be discussed
• Remarks on deterministic versus stochastic system
identiﬁcation.
• Deterministic SYSID via the notion of the most
powerful unfalsiﬁed model (MPUM)
• What is subspace identiﬁcation?
• Algorithms for state construction
• by past/future intersection
• (by oblique projection)
• by recursive annihilator computationIssues to be discussed
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Basic difﬁculties:
trade-off between overﬁtting and predictability
learning essential features / rejecting non-essential onesThe MPUM
The exact deterministic SYSID principleSubspace IdentiﬁcationFrom data to stateComputing the kernel of a Hankel matrixRecursive computationSummary